The composite members of the microbiota face a range of selective pressures and must adapt to persist in the host. We highlight recent work characterizing the evolution and transfer of genetic information across nested scales of host-associated microbiota, which enable resilience to biotic and abiotic perturbations. At the strain level, we consider the preservation and diversification of adaptive information in progeny lineages. At the community level, we consider genetic exchange between distinct microbes in the ecosystem. Finally, we frame microbiomes as open systems subject to acquisition of novel information from foreign ecosystems through invasion by outsider microbes.
Introduction
The human body is colonized by a diverse community of microbes, collectively referred to as the microbiota, which outnumber both cells and genetic content in the human body (Sender et al., 2016) . In recent decades, understanding of the role that these microbes play in human health and disease has increased, which has in turn fueled an interest in microbiotadirected or -derived therapeutics. Studies leveraging metagenomic and gnotobiotic technologies have illuminated the critical and often causal roles that the microbiota plays in nutrient absorption, vitamin biosynthesis, immune system maturation, pathogen colonization resistance, and other critical physiological processes (Pickard et al., 2017; Sommer et al., 2017) .
Healthy human microbiomes can be considered as pseudosteady states in microbial community composition and function that lie in minima of an ecological stability landscape (Box 1) and as such are resilient to perturbations (Shade et al., 2012) . Much work has been done to describe the community-level changes that the microbiome undergoes under varied selective pressures using metagenomic techniques (Gibson et al., 2016; Subramanian et al., 2014; Yatsunenko et al., 2012) , but it is important also to understand how individual microbial populations evolve in such systems. While development of bioinformatics tools for strain tracking in metagenomic data is ongoing (Brito and Alm, 2016; Lindgreen et al., 2016; Sczyrba et al., 2017) , it remains challenging to assign gene variants or mobile genetic elements to individual microbial lineages (Box 1) using metagenomic techniques. Recent studies have used single-isolate whole-genome sequencing (Box 2) to gain high-resolution insights to the fates of single microbial lineages (Barroso-Batista et al., 2014; Gumpert et al., 2017; Karami et al., 2007; Lescat et al., 2017) .
Due to their short generation time, microbes evolve rapidly. Furthermore, bacterial evolution can consist of substantial vertical (i.e., transgenerational), as well as horizontal (i.e., intragenerational), components. While extensive and elegant work on the evolution of microbes in vitro has demonstrated that microbial evolution is characterized by both rapid adaptation and clonal interference (Box 1) (Good et al., 2017; Maddamsetti et al., 2015; Tenaillon et al., 2016) , the literature examining the evolution of host-associated microbes in situ and in the context of communities is sparser.
So, it bears consideration: to what extent do microbial communities evolve in a host-specific fashion? Many factors, including exposure to xenobiotics and host diet are likely to make any individual human their own habitat with unique selective pressures manifested in mutational signatures specific to each individual. Indeed, two recent studies have demonstrated that human microbial communities on the skin (Oh et al., 2016) and in the gut (Schloissnig et al., 2013) are highly individual specific at the strain level. This variation may be due to host-specific accumulation of mutations over time or due to host-specific selection on which environmental microbes colonize (i.e., a bottleneck). The studies we describe provide compelling evidence in support of both of these selective modes.
In this review, we examine the evolution of human-associated microbes occurring across three scales (Figure 1 ). The first scale of genetic change entails evolution at the gene level, in which single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), copy number variation, and transposition events within individual microbial genomes in both coding and noncoding regions are selected if they confer an adaptive advantage. The second scale is change that occurs at the microbial community level. At this scale, evolution occurs across multiple bacterial strains within the community via horizontal gene transfer (HGT) through transformation, conjugation, or phage transduction . The third scale is cross-ecosystem exchange, wherein microbiomes can acquire new genetic content encoding beneficial or detrimental functions from other habitats. This can manifest in the form of foreign organisms and their metagenomes, hailing from environments outside the host and potentially facilitated by human activity, such as food consumption or travel. Importantly, we show that genetic change often occurs over multiple scales simultaneously. We use this multiscale framing of microbial evolution to discuss recent work on patterns of host-associated microbial adaptation in vivo.
In Vivo Evolutionary Responses to Xenobiotics
The human microbiota is exposed to a plethora of foreign small molecules, the most obvious of which are antibiotics and antifungals. Other compounds, such as heavy metals, also place unique selective pressures on commensal and pathogenic microbes in addition to their effects on host physiology. Exciting recent work is uncovering the evolutionary effects of such xenobiotics on the human microbiota.
Evolution and Transfer of Antibiotic Resistance
Resistance to antimicrobials via point mutation has been studied for decades in the well-mixed, nutrient-rich, axenic environment of culture broth. These studies have provided valuable insight into the evolutionary mechanisms contributing to drug resistance and have been excellently reviewed elsewhere (de Visser and Krug, 2014; Luka ci sinová and Bollenbach, 2017) . There are relatively few studies examining microbial evolution occurring in human or animal hosts, where tradeoffs between antibiotic resistance and competitive fitness (Box 1) in a complex environment may be more pronounced. In a recent study, a natural isolate of Escherichia coli was passaged for over 1 year in the
Box 1. Common Terms in Population Genetics
Ecological stability landscape: a theoretical framework that combines the possible species compositions of an ecosystem with a mathematical function describing the resistance of those states to change. In this landscape, ''mountains'' correspond to unstable species compositions that spontaneously move toward more stable states represented by ''basins.'' The ''height'' of the landscape between basins is a measure of the strength of perturbation required to move between stable states. Often, these landscapes are conceptualized in two dimensions through principal component analysis but can be generalized to higher dimensions as well.
d Lineage: a group of organisms, cells, or genes that share a common ancestor. d Clonal interference: the process by which two populations, each with a different beneficial mutation, compete with one another in an environment. This process is highly relevant to bacteria in the absence of HGT, as the two beneficial mutations cannot be combined into the same organism.
d Fitness: a measure of how a genotype of phenotype's abundance size changes over time. It may be absolute or relative. If a genotype's abundance size at time (t) is n(t), and its proportion in the population is p(t), then its absolute fitness is defined as n(t+1)/n(t), and its relative fitness is defined as f 3 p(t+1)/p(t), where f is the average relative fitness of the entire community. Often, the relative fitness of one genotype in the population is arbitrarily set to 1, and the relative fitness of other genotypes is measured relative to it.
d Resistome: the collective set of ARGs present in a microbial community. d Black Queen Hypothesis: Loss-of-function mutations in the production of a secreted and necessary molecule that can be utilized by multiple lineages or species in all but one of these co-localized lineages or species forces that last member to continue to secrete the molecule or face extinction, despite the disparate metabolic benefit enjoyed by its peers (now ''social cheaters''). In some cases, the Black Queen may evolve to privatize its secreted molecule.
d Red Queen Hypothesis: Even in the absence of changes in environmental selective pressures, ongoing competition between co-existing lineages or species requires ongoing evolution of all competitors simply to persist-running to stay in place.
d Functional parallelism: When multiple evolving populations exhibit functional parallelism, they acquire the same phenotype via mutations to genes in the same functional category.
d Soft sweeps: In a population undergoing adaptation, different mutations selected for by the same selective pressure arise independently and in parallel, with none reaching total fixation.
d Epistasis: the phenomenon by which the effect of one mutation depends on the presence of other mutations. Without epistasis, the effect of both mutations together would equal the sum of their effects alone. In positive epistasis, the combination is more fit than this sum, and the opposite is the case in negative epistasis. In sign epistasis, one mutation has an opposite effect when in the context of another mutation (e.g., the mutation on its own is deleterious but beneficial when another mutation is present). In reciprocal sign epistasis, two beneficial mutations have a deleterious effect when together, and vice versa for detrimental mutations.
gut of streptomycin-treated mice (Lescat et al., 2017) . Interestingly, this strain exhibited a lower rate of evolution in vivo than in vitro, potentially reflective of being passaged in its native habitat. Nonetheless, deletions were recovered in two genes involved in ribosomal maturation: rluD and gidB. Inactivation of these genes contributed to increased streptomycin resistance in this natural isolate. Notably, the authors did not recover a mutation in the global regulator rpoB, which is a common target in in vitro selections for antibiotic resistance. This suggests that such a mutation could be detrimental for overall fitness in the gut, and that to gain an accurate picture of antibiotic evolutionary trajectories, selection experiments should be performed in an environment that closely mimics the body site of interest. Most in vivo studies on evolution toward antibiotic resistance have focused on the second scale of genetic change-that is, on horizontal transfer of antibiotic resistance between gut microbes, as the gut is the highest-density microbial community in the human body and therefore represents a hotspot for HGT. Recently, whole-genome sequencing has illuminated resistance gene sharing between gut bacteria over the course of medical treatment. Sequencing of E. coli isolates from an infant administered amoxicillin, ampicillin, and trimethoprim revealed interstrain transfer via conjugation of an antibiotic resistance gene (ARG) containing plasmid from a resistant strain to a susceptible strain over the course of treatment (Karami et al., 2007; Porse et al., 2017) . Exposure of the resistant strain to antibiotics also selected for a mutation in the promoter driving the beta-lactamase, leading to increased expression of the resistance gene and a higher level of resistance (Karami et al., 2007) . Enabled by expanding plasmid assembly tools, plasmids have also been recently shown to exhibit high plasticity in vivo (Conlan et al., 2016) , as exemplified in a study involving patients harboring carbapenemase-containing Klebsiella pneumoniae over the course of several years. In one patient, a major lineage contained plasmids that underwent complex rearrangements to form several hybrid plasmids. In another patient, multiple codominant lineages, each with different sets of plasmids (sometimes overlapping), were present. It is unclear whether plasmid rearrangements require the presence of other microbes in the gut or whether they can occur within a strain.
In a separate study, Pseudomonas moraviensis carrying an antibiotic resistance plasmid was evolved for 1,000 generations under antibiotic selection. Acquisition of a toxin-antitoxin system by the plasmid via transposition from a co-residing native plasmid expanded its persistence and host range (Loftie-Eaton et al., 2016) . While not an instance of HGT per se, this example of intracellular genetic transfer between plasmids resulting in greater plasmid fitness frames our understanding of HGT as co-evolution between bacteria and the plasmids they harbor, particularly if the plasmids carry genes beneficial to the host.
Similarly, the acquisition of new genetic material in the form of prophages via transduction has been shown to contribute to This method can deeply sample the diversity in a microbial community (up to the number of reads sequenced, often on the order of millions), but is restricted to a particular region of interest.
d Whole-genome sequencing: The entire genome of an organism of interest is sequenced, most often via high-throughput sequencing. The organism may be purified to clonality via selective culture, limiting dilutions, or fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) depending on if the organism is culturable in the lab. This method allows mutations and genomic rearrangements to be detected throughout the genome, but its throughput is limited to hundreds of genomes per experiment for most laboratories.
d Metagenome sequencing: The genetic material from an entire microbial community is extracted and sequenced. In this approach, the relative efficiency with which DNA is recovered from different types of organisms is of critical importance. This method allows mutations to be detected from many different types of organisms at once, but it has difficulties grouping mutations that are separated by more than one read length into the same strain.
d Genome assembly: the process by which raw short-read data is assembled into longer ''contigs'' by looking for overlaps between the reads. Often, repeat regions in the genome prohibit complete assembly, but sometimes, genome ''closure'' can be attained. Assembly algorithms are constantly improving, and can increasingly make use of data derived from both traditional short-read sequencing, as well as novel long read sequencers to improve assembly quality. Whole genomes can be used to detect SNPs, small indels, plasmid acquisition/loss, and large-scale rearrangements in the genome.
d Metagenome assembly: This process is conceptually similar to genome assembly, with the exception that multiple genomes, often at varying abundances, are present in the data. Metagenome assembly is more difficult than genome assembly, and algorithms for this task often make use of abundance and sequence composition data to ''bin'' reads or contigs into pools to simplify the assembly process.
d SNP calling: the process by which single mutations or small indels are inferred from sequencing data. This process is relatively straightforward when using high-quality assembled genomes. SNP calling can also be performed on short sequencing reads, which allow mutations present in a minority of reads to be detected. These algorithms make use of sequence quality data to separate true variants from sequencing error and often assign a p value to the resulting variant. Depending on the sample of interest (i.e., single bacterial genome, polyploid genome, or microbial community), variants can be filtered based on abundance.
d Functional classification: Often, large numbers of variants are recovered from adaptation experiments. To automate analysis, classification algorithms map mutations to known genes or regulatory elements and further map those genes to functional categories (e.g., GO or KEGG).
d Gnotobiotic animal research: Gnotobiotic animal research allows complete control over the microbial species present on an animal during experiments. In this method, animals are born and raised in a sterile environment. They are entirely free of microbes until they are exposed to the microbes of interest. This technique allows experiments to be performed on defined mixtures of microbes (i.e., from culture) or undefined mixtures (e.g., from fecal samples) in the context of a living host.
improved fitness. It was recently demonstrated in Staphylococcus aureus that phage particles can capture genomic DNA, including ARGs, at low frequency, enabling their transduction to other cells (Haaber et al., 2016) . Phage-mediated transduction of ARGs has also been reported in strains of E. coli and Salmonella spp., although the extent to which this contributes to ARG dissemination outside the laboratory is unclear (Colavecchio et al., 2017) . Phages can also contribute to antibiotic resistance indirectly, such as in the enhancement of biofilm formation in some lysogenic species when the prophages are induced (Bondy-Denomy and Davidson, 2014; Nanda et al., 2015) . Due to the high prevalence of ARG exchange in microbial communities and the potential for microbes to transfer between communities, it is natural to ask which habitats are likely to serve as ''reservoirs'' of resistance genes likely to transfer to humans and pose a health threat. The application of metagenomic analysis, both of existing and novel datasets, has revealed the widespread nature and origins of mobilizable resistance (AduOppong et al., 2017; Crofts et al., 2017) . Analysis of sequenced genomes showed that food-and agriculture-associated organisms are a major participant in HGT of ARGs with gut commensals (Smillie et al., 2011) . Recently, functional characterization of resistomes (Box 1) from low-income rural and peri-urban settings revealed that chicken coops and sewage treatment plants serve as hotspots for ARG enrichment and transmission between human and environmental microbiomes. The authors also identified key ARGs that are likely to occur in multiple genetic contexts and are at high risk for mobilization (Pehrsson et al., 2016) . Also of note for its potential role in nosocomial infections is the hospital microbiome, which has been shown to be a reservoir of resistance genes (Lax et al., 2017; Potter et al., 2016) . Together, these analyses indicate a pressing need for a comprehensive measurement of the rates and types of ARG transfer between human commensal, environmental, and pathogen-dominated microbiomes across the globe to enable improved molecular surveillance of ARG dissemination.
These studies indicate the necessity for high-resolution sampling and optimization of bioinformatics tools to elucidate the sequence of genetic events leading to resistance gene transfer between strains. Additionally, current shotgun approaches to metagenomics are ill equipped to reveal genetic changes associated with particular microbial lineages, and technical, computational, and conceptual advancements are needed to be able to answer such questions in the context of microbial communities. Future studies could further characterize adaptations that occur at the chromosomal level in response to acquisition of a drug resistance plasmid with or without antibiotic exposure. Evolution and HGT in Response to Antifungals While bacteria have received the majority of attention in in vivo evolutionary studies, commensal and pathogenic fungi also play an important role in the gut and undoubtedly evolve in response to selective pressures in that context. Indeed, it has been shown that Candida albicans accumulates a diverse array of mutations during fluconazole treatment (Ford et al., 2015) . The divergent genomic structure, including multiple linear chromosomes and polyploidy, of fungi reveals additional evolutionary modes. Loss-of-heterozygosity events are a major player in acquiring resistance to fluconazole, a mechanism which would not be observed in bacteria. Additionally, polyploidy has been shown to buffer organisms against deleterious mutations and as a consequence enable evolutionary exploration of a wider swath of sequence space, potentially contributing to the large number of SNPs observed in this study. Finally, aneuploidy (loss and addition of large chromosomal segments), a mechanism analogous to large-scale gene deletion or duplication events in bacteria, also contributes to fluconazole resistance. Fungi have recently been shown to participate in HGT, both to other fungi (Fitzpatrick, 2012) and from bacteria (Bruto et al., 2014) , though the mechanisms operating in vivo have not been fully elucidated. Mating may also play a role, as yeast sporulation has been shown to be enhanced in the guts of wasps (Stefanini et al., 2016) . Together, these processes indicate that gut fungi may be an important player in horizontal gene transmission and cross-ecosystem gene exchange, the second and third scales of evolution, in addition to bacteria. Evolution in Response to Heavy Metal Exposure Heavy metal exposure can pose significant selective pressure against commensal bacteria. Recently, it has been shown that copper supplementation, a technique for growth promotion in cattle, selects for an increased prevalence of copper resistance in Enterococcus faecium in the cattle gut (Amachawadi et al., 2013) . While this fact alone is not surprising, it was also found that the copper resistance gene (tcrB) is carried on a plasmid with resistance genes for macrolide and tetracycline resistance. The authors subsequently showed that these multidrug and copper-resistance phenotypes are co-transferred during conjugation assays. The co-occurrence of metal and antibiotic resistance on single plasmids has been observed in other gut settings (Bednorz et al., 2013; Petrovska et al., 2016; Summers et al., 1993) and indicates that for organisms that transit between ecosystems (e.g., through agricultural and food-consumption networks), selective pressures experienced in one habitat may result in the presence and transmission of co-localized but distinct genetic material across habitats, a combination of genetic change at both the second and third scales.
In Vivo Evolutionary Responses to Host Diet
Many microbes, particularly in the gastrointestinal tract, utilize host dietary material as a nutrient source. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that host-associated microbes adapt to the unique dietary conditions of their host. Many studies examining strain-abundance changes in response to dietary intervention have been undertaken (Albenberg and Wu, 2014; David et al., 2014; Sonnenburg and Bä ckhed, 2016; Wu et al., 2017) , but few have investigated mutations or genomic rearrangements that occur during exposure in vivo. This may be because the selective pressure imposed by diet is both weaker and imposed over longer timescales than selective pressures imposed by xenobiotics. Nonetheless, several exciting retrospective analyses of microbiota diversity across populations have indicated historical transfers of genetic information that adapt the human gut microbiota to a specialized diet. A landmark study demonstrated transfer of a porphyranase (an enzyme that degrades porphyrin, a carbohydrate found in red algae, such as seaweed) from a marine Bacteroides to a gut Bacteroides species in the gut microbiome of Japanese individuals, for whom seaweed is a major dietary component (Hehemann et al., 2010) . Such enzymes were not observed in the gut microbiomes of Western subjects. This addition of a new function to the gut microbiome exemplifies a combination of genetic change across the second and third scales, with a cross-ecosystem introduction of new functions in the form of a foreign organism and subsequent transfer to a native commensal via HGT. In another study, mobilizable glycosyl hydrolases present in the guts of Fijian individuals were distinct from those present in Americans, supporting the notion that the gut microbiome may share and evolve genes in response to locale-specific dietary pressures . Interestingly, diet has been shown to affect the mobilization rate of certain plasmids in rats with a high-fat diet, reducing the rate of plasmid transfer relative to a more conventional rat chow diet (Tuohy et al., 2002) . Fermented foods have also been shown to affect the density of transconjugants in germfree mice, though it's unknown whether this effect is due to an increase in the growth rate of the transconjugants or an increase in the mobilization rate itself (Duval-Iflah et al., 1998) . The capacity for HGT may also be explored synthetically in ''forced HGT'' experiments, where genes from one microbe are transferred en masse on cloning vectors to another and selecting for more fit transformants via passage through the mouse gut. Using such a strategy, it was recently shown that acquisition of carbohydrate utilization enzymes from B. thetaiotaomicron confers a fitness advantage to a lab strain of E. coli in the germ-free mouse gut (Yaung et al., 2015) . It would be interesting to determine which functions confer a selective advantage to E. coli (as well as other gut microbes) in more realistic gut contexts when the entire gut metagenome can be sampled (Gibson et al., 2014) , as this would provide a broader risk assessment for HGT in the gut.
Evolutionary Response to Competition in Microbial Communities
Human-associated microbes contend with a range of selective pressures differing between body sites and in the context of host health or disease (Figure 2 ). These challenging and spatiotemporally dynamic environments lead to microbial competition and support ongoing transitions in the allelic composition of the microbiome such that even an ecologically stable bacterial community may not be evolutionarily stable. Examples of this property include metabolic adaptations in one subpopulation that lead to new niche creation that other subpopulations can evolve to occupy (Herron and Doebeli, 2013) . High densities of bacteria in the gut lead to extensive cross-feeding on metabolites produced by co-localized species; the ability to utilize these metabolites provides a selective advantage such that the metabolic profile of each bacterial species can be driven by those in the rest of the community (Fischbach and Sonnenburg, 2011) .
In an extreme case described by the Black Queen Hypothesis (Box 1), the metabolic benefit of ''cheating'' by utilizing necessary secreted molecules, such as proteases or iron-chelating siderophores, produced by other bacteria can result in loss of the ability to produce these public goods by all but one member of a community, requiring that member to continue producing to avoid its own extinction despite the disparate benefit to its competitors (Morris, 2015) . Conversely, some microbes may evolve to privatize their secreted public goods. For example, P. aeruginosa has been shown to reduce siderophore production and increase production of an alternative compound for increasing iron availability when evolved in the presence of ''cheater'' strains (O'Brien et al., 2017) . A conceptual example of ongoing transitions in allelic compositions of competitive communities is illustrated in Figure 3A , where a killer species able to produce a compound lethal to a sensitive strain rises in abundance, measured by the frequency of detection of its killer gene. Concomitantly, the sensitive species falls in abundance while mutation events give rise to a resistant lineage or even a lineage able to degrade the killer compound. As these lineages rise in abundance, the fitness advantage of producing the killer compound decreases until outweighed by its metabolic cost. Eventually, mutational events may give rise to an evolved killer lineage that has overcome the resistance or degrader phenotypes of the once-sensitive lineages. As stated by the Red Queen Hypothesis (Box 1), classically applied to parasitic relationships but also applicable to competitive ones, adaptation in one species leading to a fitness advantage can require adaptation in a competing species, resulting in an evolutionary arms race.
Bacterial relationships are dynamic not only between species, but also within species, as lineages continue to competitively coevolve. Theoretical and controlled in vitro experiments have supported clonal interference as a major factor in the adaptive dynamics of large asexual populations ( Figure 3B ) (Good et al., 2012; Herron and Doebeli, 2013; Woods et al., 2011) . For example, experimental evolution of E. coli during exposure to macrophages in vitro resulted in functional parallelism (Box 1), especially in genes related to the electron transport chain (Ramiro et al., 2016) . These adapted clones had a fitness advantage inside macrophages and had increased aminoglycoside resistance with increased collateral sensitivity to other antibiotics, The selective pressures governing microbial evolution are often dictated by unique features of the habitat in which it occurs, including its nutrient sources, microbial density, dilution rate, and spatial arrangement.
like tetracycline, likely mediated by reduced proton-motive force across the inner membrane on which many efflux pumps depend. Thus, experimental evolution experiments can reveal the traits important for within-host fitness at a genetic level and detail the adaptive dynamics exhibited by bacterial populations under stress.
Recent studies, however, have emphasized the importance of describing lineage dynamics in vivo. For example, in a study demonstrating plasmid transfer among three lineages of E. coli sampled from the feces of a healthy infant , mutants enriched in vivo exhibited a fitness cost in vitro. Thus, genetic information is fluid even in the absence of obvious perturbation, and intraspecies competition in vitro alone cannot account for the relative abundances of different lineages of the same species in vivo. This underscores the need to characterize the adaptation and lineage progression of human-associated microbes, including commensals and probiotics, in physiologically relevant environments (Durrer et al., 2017; Hudson et al., 2014; Hwang et al., 2017) .
Evolution in Gut Bacterial Populations
In a study of adaptation of E. coli in the mouse gut, YFP-and CFP-tagged E. coli gavaged into streptomycin-treated mice and collected over 24 days displayed evolutionary dynamics diagnostic of clonal interference with rapid soft sweeps (Box 1) of adaptive mutations related to carbohydrate metabolism with large effect, with a mean of 15% and reaching as high as 30% fitness advantage (Barroso-Batista et al., 2014) . Whole-genome sequencing of isolated clones displayed parallelism of evolution at the operon and gene levels, with all clones exhibiting inactivating mutations in the gat operon (gat-negative phenotype) involved in galactitol metabolism, which is inhibitory to E. coli and likely to be often encountered in the mouse gut. Multiple clones had mutations in the srIR repressor that likely improved their ability to metabolize sorbitol, in dcuB and focA, transmembrane transporters involved in anaerobic respiration, and in asnA, which catalyzes the conversion of aspartate to asparagine. Interestingly, triple mutants-all of which were gat-negative with additional mutations in srIR and dcuB or srIR and focA, but never dcuB and focA together-occurred at a low rate (6%). Because dcuB and focA carry out similar functions, this suggests a role for epistasis (Box 1) in adaptation. The initial adaptive steps of E. coli were characterized by insertion elements that led to gene inactivation or modulation-half of which occurred in regulatory regions-and a high degree of parallelism and clonal interference. The timescales of fixation (Box 1) of the gat-negative phenotype (though not necessarily of fixation of the neutral marker) was as little as 2 days post gavage. The authors found no evidence of mutation limitation, with polymorphism remaining high throughout the experiment, found no emergence of hypermutator (Box 1) strains, and found the improved fitness of adapted isolates to be independent of their initial frequencies in competition experiments, suggesting no role for frequencydependent selection (Box 1) in this case.
Similar signatures of selection were seen in the yearlong in vivo evolution study (6,500 generations) of E. coli in streptomycintreated mice described above (Lescat et al., 2017) . A strong selection for gene inactivation and parallelism of adaptation between lineages both at the gene and pathway levels was reported (e.g., galactonate operon, ribosomal maturation genes). 56% of mutations were shared by at least two lineages of E. coli. The authors also reported epistasis between two genes involved in ribosomal maturation. In these controlled evolution experiments using a single bacterial species, adaptation was dominated by the type encompassed by the first scale: polymorphisms at the gene and operon levels that are vertically transmitted through bacterial replication. Evolution in Skin Bacterial Populations Fewer studies have described within-host evolution of members of the skin microbiome at such resolution, likely due to difficulties in sampling low-abundance environments, although technical improvements in metagenomic sequencing are helping. In one study, 131 S. aureus isolates from the nasal passages of 13 asymptomatic carriers were sequenced. Greater genetic variability was found between hosts than within hosts, as well as coexisting within-host lineages, with evidence to suggest hostassociated populations were each derived from a single colonization event (Golubchik et al., 2013) . Importantly, no strain variation was detected in the multilocus sequence typing loci used in conventional sequence typing, underscoring the importance of using whole-genome sequencing approaches in lineage tracking. While gut-focused studies have reported a preponderance of adaptive evolution, in this skin study, it was concluded that adaptive evolution in skin commensals is rare. It was detected only in genes encoding a surface-anchored protein and an enterotoxin, which may be attributable to a unique population dynamic characterized by huge fluctuations in absolute size, indicating periods of clearance and re-expansion. Another study examined a panel of skin sites longitudinally and found evidence for long-term stability of individual-associated SNP signatures in polyallelic Propionibacterium acnes and S. epidermidis populations. The study used KEGG annotations to identify greater functional variation in S. epidermidis populations than in P. acnes ones, which may be due to the broader niche range exhibited by the former (Oh et al., 2014 (Oh et al., , 2016 . The skin microbiome is an exciting field for future studies of within-host evolution due to large differences in local selective pressures, low biodiversity, compartmentalization of subpopulations, ease of sampling (despite low abundance), and uniquely direct interfaces with the outside world.
Pathogen Evolution during Infection
Observational studies of pathogenic adaptation in vivo are dominated by interrogations of chronic infections, which allow for longitudinal comparisons of clonally related isolates. These are ideal examples of the third scale of genetic change, which includes addition of new genetic information to a perturbed microbiome via colonization by foreign microbes. Further, the invading microbes themselves adapt to their new environment at the first scale of genetic change. Whole-genome sequencing of hundreds of Burkholderia dolosa isolates from five patients with cystic fibrosis (CF) revealed a high degree of polymorphism and parallelism, as seen with the studies exploring adaptation of nonpathogenic strains (Lieberman et al., 2014) . Multiple lineages were detected within the patients, but those lineages shared an enrichment of nonsynonymous polymorphisms in genes determined to be under adaptive evolution, including genes involved in outer-membrane synthesis, quinolone resistance, iron scavenging, and lipopolysaccharide transport. These data support the existence of clonal interference and persistent within-host genomic diversity and reject the dominant-lineage model of infection. Further, the data demonstrate the utility of single-clone sequencing, as it provides a record of the selective pressures experienced by the pathogen in vivo (Lieberman et al., 2014) . The emergence of a hypermutator isolate, which has been associated with development of antibiotic resistance and persister phenotypes (Box 1), is reported here, unlike in the studies of in vivo adaptation of non-pathogens (Jolivet-Gougeon et al., 2011; Macià et al., 2011) . In a separate study, 91 Stenotrophomonas maltophilia isolates from 10 CF patients were sequenced, identifying 20 different sequence types across 3 major lineages, as well as persistent polymorphic heterogeneity within lineages (Esposito et al., 2017) . Virulent isolates showed a significant trend toward an increased mutation rate, and these strong mutators were significantly associated with greater antibiotic resistance.
In another study, serial isolates from cerebrospinal fluid of 18 South African patients with recurring fungal (Cryptococcus spp.) infections, where relapse only occurs in a subset of the population, were analyzed to investigate whether adaptive mutations that are determinants for relapse exist (Chen et al., 2017) . 89% of the relapse infections were caused by isolates of the same genotypes as the initial infections, indicating persister phenotypes. Two-thirds of the 29 SNPs detected in the C. neoformans var. grubii-coding regions were nonsynonymous mutations distributed across 19 genes, and of patients with second relapse samples, only 50% of SNPs were retained between first and second relapse isolates, indicating that a large proportion of alleles remain unfixed during infection. Genes that were under positive selection (Box 1) included those involved in virulence and fluconazole resistance. The authors argue the importance of microevolution of Cryptococcus to the human central nervous system in determining disease outcomes.
Exchange of Microbiomes across Habitats
As subgenomic regions of DNA are shared between individual microbes, whole genomes or collections of genomes can be shared between microbiomes, characteristic of the third scale of genetic change. While pathogenicity and colonization are well-known examples of single genomes exploiting a new host niche, the rules and processes governing multigenome transfer are just beginning to be elucidated.
Some of the clearest examples of microbiome transfer have been provided through co-housed gnotobiotic mice harboring distinguishable microbial communities. Co-housing mice containing the microbiomes of either malnourished or healthy Malawian children revealed that the microbes from healthy individuals reproducibly transferred to the mice containing the ''unhealthy'' microbiome, but not the other way around, and that this transfer ameliorated the stunting caused by the unhealthy microbiome (Blanton et al., 2016) . Studies using co-housed mice containing either an ''obese'' or ''lean'' microbiome have shown that members of the lean microbiome expand to mice containing the obese microbiome and reduce weight gain, but only when these mice are fed a low-fat, high-fruit/-vegetable diet. When the mice are fed a high-fat, low-fruit/-vegetable diet, this colonization pattern is reversed (Ridaura et al., 2013) , indicating that obese and lean microbiomes are adapted to their originating diet.
As a counterexample to the idea that metagenomes are the ''most fit'' in their originating context, it has also been shown using co-housing experiments that soil bacteria can dominate the mouse gut, even when bacteria from other gut environments are present (Seedorf et al., 2014) . These studies reveal that the determinants of microbial colonization are still largely unknown and a fruitful area of future investigation.
Perhaps the most clinically relevant example of microbiome transfer involves Clostridium difficile infection (CDI), usually acquired nosocomially, which is estimated to cause 500,000 infections yearly, of which more than 15% are recurrent (Vindigni and Surawicz, 2015) . Fecal microbiota transplantations (FMTs) are a promising therapy for recurrent CDI, with the goal of restoring the microbiome's colonization resistance. A randomized controlled trial demonstrated resolution of recurring CDI in 94% of patients that received one or two FMTs from a healthy donor (van Nood et al., 2013) , and other studies have shown similar success (Brandt et al., 2012; Ray et al., 2014; Rohlke et al., 2010; Youngster et al., 2014) . The post-FMT microbiome can be considered better adapted, since it displaces C. difficile, and unlike recurring CDI, its long-term colonization of the host is sustainable. Because the gut microbiomes of recipients switch to match the profile of the donor with high fidelity, it appears that, despite high levels of interpersonal variation, there does exist a core profile of selective pressures that characterize the human gut ecosystem. Quantitative characterization of these selective pressures will be a critical future task for the field of microbiome-directed and -derived therapies.
Conclusions and Future Perspectives
In summary, bacterial colonization of diverse human body sites is characterized by sustained clonal interference within populations with rare allele fixation, as well as adaptive parallelism between lineages at the gene and operon level. These adaptations appear to be enriched in genes related to carbon source utilization for commensal microbes or in virulence genes for pathogens, and while hypermutator phenotypes are often identified in pathogens, they are not in commensals (perhaps in response to antibiotic treatment). Often, these adaptations provide a temporal record of the selective pressures encountered within host by the microbe in question. While pathogens hold obvious clinical relevance, further studies could elucidate the adaptation of other members of the microbiome in response to infection, which could inform chronic inflammatory disease outcomes. In addition, most lineage-tracking studies lack analysis of adaptation in genomic regulatory regions and of what the effects may be. In the future, these studies could be complemented by transcriptional analyses.
As we engineer probiotics for the delivery of biologics and modulation of the microbiome, more work needs to be done to assess risk in the evolution of probiotics in the gut in the context of health or disease. Similarly, because transfer of intact or partial microbiomes shows therapeutic promise, the evolutionary response of naïve microbiomes to disease states in their new hosts should be explored. Current technical challenges include discrimination between the evolution of a resident strain and invasion of a related strain and the resolution of closely related strains in host-associated microbial communities. Recent technical and computational improvements bring us closer to addressing these challenges and have been reviewed elsewhere (Brito and Alm, 2016; Lindgreen et al., 2016; van Dijk et al., 2014) . In particular, assembly of genomes directly from metagenomes is a promising method that facilitates identification of strain-level variation using short-read sequencing ( Figure 4A ) (Sczyrba et al., 2017) . A number of recent tools have improved metagenomic assembly capability (Boisvert et al., 2010; Burton et al., 2014; Chikhi and Rizk, 2013; Gao et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016; Nurk et al., 2017; Olm et al., 2017) . Additionally, advancements in culturing techniques that pair multiple culture conditions with mass-spectrometry-or sequencing-based identification are allowing isolation of traditionally inaccessible members of the microbiota ( Figure 4B ) (Browne et al., 2016; Lagier et al., 2016; Lau et al., 2016) . Lastly, single-cell sequencing circumvents the limitations imposed by culture and provides the resolution necessary to identify microbial adaptation within communities ( Figure 4C ) (Gawad et al., 2016) . An exciting future prospect is improved correlation of strain-level variation in the context of disease to patient outcomes, which may enable more personalized treatment strategies. This requires greater investment in understanding the complex evolutionary dynamics of determinant microbes within the host.
